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        The following report is part of a dissertation paper “A comparative study of US franchisors
performing on Central and Eastern European markets: entry strategies, implementation issues
and market adaptation” to defend a PhD degree in Management. It is generated to summarize
the results from a survey distributed among US franchisors operating on the Central and Eastern
European markets.  The survey is questioning companies’ performance and experience in the
CEE area.
 
        Two sources were used to classify the participants: International Franchise Association’s
website (www.franchise.org) and Entrepreneur’s magazine Franchise 500 annual ranking. The
research identified 89 American companies having franchise outlets on the Central and Eastern
European markets in the following industries: Automotive, Business services, Children related
industries, Commercial cleaning, Education, Financial services, Food, Fitness and Beauty,
Health care, Home improvement, Internet & Technology, Real Estate, Retail, Restoration, Senior
care, Sports, Travel and Other. The questionnaire was sent via email to the Business
Development executives or the CEOs of the franchise companies. Among all 89, 38 responded to
the survey between January 2013 and March 2013, which represents 42,69% response rate.
 
        The survey consisted of 29 descriptive and standard questions: open text, single and
multiple choice. The responses were analyzed using graphs and tables. Cross tabulation was
applied to test the dependence between some of the data sets. Identifying correlation between
certain variables helped describe evidences and distinguish trends.
 
        The results tend to represent a brief cross-industry snapshot of the American franchisors in
the CEE area. In addition to this report, a similar one was prepared based on a survey
distributed among the CEE franchisees of the same American companies, to research the
franchisees' standpoint as well. Franchise executives, franchise consultants and franchisees
might use the data and the analysis of both reports to enhance their performance. Insights might
facilitate taking strategic decisions, understanding the market specifics and comparing with the
competitors.
 
         Acknowledgement: This research project would not have been possible without the
support, assistance and guidance of Columbia University, Quarles and Brady LLP, The
Franchise Mall and Fulbright Scholarship. Deepest gratitude to prof. Kathryn Harrigan, prof.
Yordan Koev, Jeffrey Wolf, Art Wilding and David Mcdougall. 
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2.78%

11.11%

16.67%

69.44%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 50

50 - 250

250 - 1000

over 1000

Total

        The following data represents the size of the American franchisors operating on the Central
and Eastern European markets. The respondents were asked to classify the total number of their
outlets worldwide (both franchised and company-owned) in four ranges: 0-50, 50-250, 250-1000,
over 1000. One can easily notice that the majority of them (69.44%) are big-sized companies.
Combining the first two answer values, we sum up with 86.11% of franchisors, each operating
more than 250 units worldwide. That might represent an evidence, that CEE markets are more
willing to adopt well-known, big-sized and success-proved American brands despite the US
market, which identifies more than 1500 small, medium and big-size franchisors.

Number of locations (franchised and company-owned)
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16.67%

16.67%

19.44%

47.22%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 25

26 - 75

75 - 200

over 200

Total

       For the following question, US franchisors were asked to classify the number of employees
in the headquarters into four sections: 0-25, 25-75, 75-200, over 200. The results of this question
show that the majority of the franchisors (66.66%) employ more than 75 people in their
headquarters. Almost half of the respondents have more than 200 employees in the
headquarters. Compared with the answer in the previous question, we can say that the majority
of the US franchisors on the CEE markets are big companies with well-established
organizational structure to support the operations among different departments and geographic
divisions. 

Number of employees in the headquarters
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Min Value 1 1

Max Value 4 4

Mean Value 3.53 2.97

Variance 0.66 1.34

Standard Deviation 0.81 1.16

Statistic Outlets Employees

         The following data set represents the correlation between the number of outlets (both
franchised and company-owned) and the number of employees in the headquarters. Stable and
strong correlation between those two variables can be found. It can be concluded then, that the
more outlets a franchisor operates worldwide, the more people are in charge to support all the
processes in the franchise network.

Correlation between the number of the outlets and the number of employees
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2.78%
2.78%
8.33%
5.56%
2.78%
0.00%

33.33%
2.78%
2.78%
0.00%
2.78%
5.56%
2.78%
2.78%
0.00%
2.78%

11.11%
11.11%

100.00%

Answer Bar %
Automotive
Business services
Children related industries
Commercial cleaning
Education
Financial services
Food
Fitness and beauty
Health care
Home improvement
Internet & Technology
Real estate
Retail
Restoration
Senior care
Sports
Travel
Other
Total

       

      The data represents the US franchises divided by industry, using the classification of Entrepreneur
magazine’s Franchise 500 annual ranking. Food industry represents one third of the
responses, combining coffee shops, ice cream and frozen yogurt vendors, traditional and fast-food
restaurants. Second ranked is travel industry. No respondents were identified in the Senior care and
Financial services industries. That snapshot differs from the US classification, where even though
Food industries prevail (34% according to IFA’s outlook report from 2012), other industries are more
harmonically presented in the graph. 

US franchisors by industry
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35 97.22%

31 86.11%

31 86.11%

30 83.33%

24 66.67%

24 66.67%

207 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

Europe

Middle East

South America

Asia

Australia & New Zealand

Africa

Total

        The following data was generated from the question “Which markets do you cover?”. It can
be noted that the companies represented on the Central and Eastern European markets have a
wide international scope, trying to cover all international markets, not only focused specifically in
Europe. Africa and Australia & New Zealand have smaller shares, probably because of the
distance which makes logistics and control harder and more expensive. On the other hand,
South America is traditionally very opened and “friendly” toward American brands. Middle East
has recently became a franchise hot spot, since its wealthy consumers are proved to be loyal to
luxury and well-known brands. Asia remains a huge and still undeveloped  market. 

International scope
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82.86%

14.29%

2.86%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

constant

occasional

seasonal

Total

         Bellow, we are reviewing how US franchisors describe the demand of their product/service.
Three ranges were used to capture their perception: constant, occasional and seasonal. The
constant demand dominates the answers (82.86%), which is another evidence that CEE markets
are highly sensitive to adopt the concept of big companies with stable consumption. In most
cases, that minimizes the risk of failure and unprofitability of the franchisees. 

        Compared with 82.86% of the franchisors determining their products/services to have a
constant demand, fewer franchisees agree the demand to be as stable. The disproportion might
be explained with the evidence that in the parent country, franchisor's recognition of the
product/service can generate higher demand. 

Demand of the product/service

 Demand compared between US franchisors and CEE franchisees.
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8.57%

14.29%

2.86%

11.43%

62.86%

100.00%

Answer %

less than 20%

21 - 40%

41 - 60%

61 - 80%

81 - 100%

Total

0.00%

11.43%

5.71%

14.29%

68.57%

100.00%

Answer %

less than 20% of all outlets
are franchised

21 - 40%

41 - 60%

61 - 80%

81 - 100%

Total

Ratio of franchise sales to total sales

What is the approximate ratio of franchise sales to total sales?Ratio of franchise outlets to total outlets
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Min Value 2 1

Max Value 5 5

Mean Value 4.4 4.06

Variance 1.07 2.06

Standard Deviation 1.03 1.43

Statistic Franchised/All outlets Franchise/Total sales

       On the graph below we present the results from the two questions above: “What is the ratio
of the franchise outlets to all outlets (franchised and company-owned) in your organizational
structure?” and “What is the ratio of the franchise sales to all sales in the sales structure?”. The
respondents were asked to classify the information in five ranges: less than 20%, 21-40%, 41-
60%, 61-80%, and 81-100%. Again we can see, that in the CEE region the American brands
presented are well-established franchises. Another evidence that can be highlighted is the strong
correlation between those two variables. Than can be a sign that both company-owned and
franchise outlets generate similar sales. 

Correlation between company structure and sales structure in the franchise companies
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88.57%

11.43%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

Yes

No

Total

        The graph bellow reveals what percent of the US franchisors have established a special
franchise department within their organizational structure. There is no surprise at all, that 88.57%
of them designated a franchise/business development department. This team of employees
should be responsible for recruiting franchisees, close the franchise deals, supervise the
performance and support all related operations. Considering the discovered evidence that the
majority of the US franchisors on the CEE markets are big-sized companies with hundreds of
franchise outlets worldwide, a special designated franchise department is a common practice. 

Franchise department within the organizational structure
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22 66.67%

19 57.58%

9 27.27%

50 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

Master franchise

Area Development franchise

Other

Total

          The following graph summarizes the entry strategies of the American franchisors on the
CEE markets. Respondents were faced with multiple choice between master franchise, area
development and other methods to penetrate the market. More answers than respondents were
received, which means that franchisors are flexible to use multiple entry methods on the CEE
markets. Among the “other” open text results, we can note: “local developers to recruit
franchisees”, “multi franchise market, no territorial exclusivity”, “straight franchise and joint
ventures” etc. 

Entry strategy
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35 100.00%

27 77.14%

22 62.86%

17 48.57%

15 42.86%

11 31.43%

9 25.71%

136 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

They reach us (inquiries)

We reach them (inquiries)

Advertisement

Internal marketing/reference

Franchise associations

Social media

Other

Total

         This data set summarizes the approach strategies used by the US franchisors when
penetrating the CEE market. Respondents had multiple choice and the results reveal again there
is no single model to approach the specific market. The approach strategies are flexible and
driven primarily by the particular case. Traditional methods like inquiries and advertisement lead
the results, though. Among the “other” open text results, we can note: “trade shows”,
“networking”, “collaboration with US trade services”, “franchise portals”, etc. 

Approach strategies
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57.14%

31.43%

11.43%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

6 months - 1 year

longer than 1 year

shorter than 6 months

Total

        The following statistics show how respondents define the time period between the first
contact with the prospective franchisee and the actual opening of the new franchise outlet. This
includes the approach, disclosing the information, negotiations, agreement signing, initial
training, site development and implementing the business model. Approximately one third of the
franchisors work more than one year over a successful franchise lead, and for more than half of
them, these processes take between six months and one year. We can assume, that franchising
is a gradual and moderate strategic process, even though some of the concepts might seem like
a fast and easy business model to implement. 

Time period between the franchise inquiry and the launch of the outlet
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0.00%

0.00%

8.57%

14.29%

77.14%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

bellow 5000$

5001 - 15 000$

15 001 - 50 000$

50 001 - 100 000$

over 100 000$

Total

        The total financial investment including initial fees, special equipment and licenses if
needed was divided in five ranges: 0-5000$, 5001-15 000$, 15 001-50 000$, 50 001-100 000 and
over 100 000$. The majority of the US franchisors are in the upper financial range, with no
evidence of franchises with investment bellow 15 000$. Only 9% of the respondents calculate the
initial investment to range in 15 001-50 000$, while 77% of the business concepts require more
than 100 000$. To outline a conclusion here, US franchises on the CEE markets are an
expensive business venture. 

Total investment
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57.58%

18.18%

12.12%

6.06%

6.06%

100.00%

Answer %

% of sales

we don't charge
advertising fee

fixed fee

other

mark-up

Total

71.43%

14.29%

8.57%

5.71%

100.00%

Answer %

% of sales

fixed fee

other

mark-up

Total

         The following two data sets represent how US franchisors determine their franchise fees:
royalty and advertising fee. The majority (around two thirds) of the respondents use sales
performance to calculate the fees. Advertisement fee is optional and mark-up method is very
rare. Among the “other” open text results, we can note: “product purchased fee”, “% of sales,
area development and contract longevity”, “% of wholesale”, etc. 

Royalty fee

Advertising fee
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48.48%

42.42%

9.09%

0.00%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

longer than 10 years

5 - 10 years

3 - 5 years

shorter than 3 years

Total

       In the graph and table results bellow, we can see how US franchisors ranged the duration of
the initial franchise agreement in four sections: 0-3 years, 3-5 years, 5-10 years, more than 10
years. We also consider that renewal is a common franchise practice. Almost half of the
franchises (48.48%) require a commitment longer than ten years, and none of the franchisors
replied to use an agreement shorter than 3 years period. Summarizing the two most common
replies (90.90%), we can definitely conclude that adopting a US franchise concept is a long term
business venture bound by the agreement signed.

Validity period of the franchise agreement
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71.43%

28.57%

100.00%

Answer %

Yes

No

Total

94.29%

5.71%

100.00%

Answer %

Yes

No

Total

Exclusive territory rights

Multiple unit operation
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Min Value 1 1

Max Value 2 2

Mean Value 1.29 1.06

Variance 0.21 0.06

Standard Deviation 0.46 0.24

Statistic Exclusivity Multiunit operation

        The following data represents the correlation between the right to operate more than one
franchise unit and the exclusive territory rights in the franchise agreement. Stable, but not that
strong correlation between those two variables was found. It can be assumed that, in order to
achieve efficient market coverage, US franchisors are willing to grant a specific geographic area
to one franchisee, which has to explore the market and build a strong presence, in many cases
with more than one outlet. The master franchise practice is a clear evidence of that strategy. In
another question, which doesn’t need to be displayed, 100% of the US franchisors on the CEE
markets require the franchisee to be directly involved in the business.

Correlation between exclusivity and multiunit operation in the franchise agreement
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31.25%

21.88%

18.75%

28.13%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 5

5 - 15

15 - 30

over 30

Total

       The responses of this question are very diverse with no selection to prevail. The arguments
for such results can be explained in the diversity of the franchise industries and specific business
models on the CEE markets. A general manager of a hotel for example, might employ more than
thirty employees, while a franchisee of a rent-a-car might generate same efficiency of operation
with three employees. Food chains also differ in business concept. While traditional restaurants
for instance usually are well staffed, frozen yogurt vendors on the other hand, operate with fewer
employees.

Number of people employed in one unit
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35.29%

35.29%

23.53%

2.94%

2.94%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

In franchisor's headquarters

In company-owned or franchised outlet

Other

In a special training center

On-site

Total

         Providing an initial training is mandatory for 96.97% of the franchisors. The location of the
training process varies. While around one third of them (35.27%) require the franchisee to visit
the headquarters, another one third (35.27%) use a working outlet (franchised or company
owned). On-site initial training, as well as establishing a special training center is not that
common case (2.94%). Among the “other” open text results, we can note that some franchisors
combine locations for the initial training. 

Location of the initial training
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20.59%

41.18%

38.24%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

more than 6 weeks

2 - 6 weeks

0 - 2 weeks

Total

         In the following question US franchisors were asked to classify the duration of the initial
training cycle into three ranges: 0-2 weeks, 2-6 weeks, longer than 6 weeks. Here also we can
note that depending on the different industries and business concepts, the duration varies. With
values of 38.24% (0-2 weeks), 41.18% (2-6 weeks) and 21.58% (more than 6 weeks) no
conclusive evidence can be outlined. 

Duration of the training cycle
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32 96.97%

32 96.97%

29 87.88%

29 87.88%

22 66.67%

21 63.64%

20 60.61%

15 45.45%

8 24.24%

4 12.12%

212 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

Operations manual

Initial training

Ongoing trainings

Advertising materials

Software

Development of a local strategy

Site development

Equipment

Financing assistance

Other

Total

        The graph and table bellow represent a multi-choice response of the question: “Which of the
following features are provided”. 212 responses from 38 US franchisors were received, which
means that an average franchisor provides 5-6 of the 9 provisions mentioned. The operation
manual and initial training  (with a single exception for both) is an indispensable provision in the
franchise relationship. The ongoing trainings and advertising materials are also leading assets in
87.88% of the franchises. Providing corporate software, local strategy and on-site development
assistance are evident in more than 60% of the franchise concepts. US franchisors are less likely
to invest in equipment and support CEE franchisees with financial assistance.  

Provisions along with the franchise agreement
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28 82.35%

25 73.53%

23 67.65%

21 61.76%

6 17.65%

103 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

On-site regular visits

Ongoing trainings

Phone consultations

Online consultations

Other

Total

         The graph and table bellow represent a multi-choice response of the question: “How do
you monitor franchisee’s performance”. 103 responses from 34 US franchisors were received,
which means that an average franchisor monitors performance using multiple methods. The
traditional live contact (on-site regular visits and ongoing trainings) is a preferred method for
monitoring and control of the franchisees. The modern tech methods such as phone and online
consultation also comprise a significant share (67.65% and 61.76%). Among the “other” open
text results, we can note “reports”, “audits” and “software management tool”. 

Monitoring
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40.63%

40.63%

18.75%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

0 - 1 year of operation

1 - 2 years of operation

after the 2nd year of operation

Total

         In the following question US franchisors were asked to disclose when franchisees see profit
in three ranges: 0-1 year of operation, 1-2 years of operation, after the second year of operation.
Here also we can note that depending on the different industriy and business concept, the
duration varies. With values of 40.62% (0-1 year), 40.62% (1-2 years) and 18.76% (after the 2nd

year of operation) no conclusive evidence can be outlined. 

Profitability
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34.38%

21.88%

12.50%

12.50%

12.50%

6.25%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

0.00%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

bad overall performance

quality requirements not met

insufficient sales

expiration of the agreement

other

financial obligations

personal conflict

franchisor's change of strategy

franchisor's bankruptcy

buy-back of the outlet

Total

        In the next question US franchisors were asked: “What should be the main reason to
terminate the franchise agreement?” Among all the answers received, we can conclude that in all
cases, if termination occurs, it’s due to franchisee’s misconduct (no franchisor noted “personal
conflict”, “change of franchisor’s strategy”, “franchisor’s bankruptcy” or “buy back of the outlet”
as a reason to terminate the agreement. Among all the answers bad overall performance and
insufficient quality comprise a significant share (56.27% altogether).

Main reason to terminate the franchise agreement
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48.48%

27.27%

12.12%

6.06%

3.03%

3.03%

100.00%

Answer Bar %

it was part of our global expansion strategy

our goal of strong European presence

we were reached by outstanding franchisees

proximity to other already developed markets

other

we considered the high potential of CEE markets

Total

         The data reveals why US franchisors undertook expansion to Central and Eastern Europe.
We have already found enough evidence in the previous questions, that the majority of the US
franchisors operating in the CEE area are global, big-sized companies, with more than 1000
outlets worldwide. It’s not of any surprise that the global expansion strategy and the desire of
strong European presence are among the main reasons to enter the CEE markets (75.75%
altogether). Only 3.03% noted the high market potential of CEE as a main reason to penetrate
the area.

Qualifying the main reason to approach CEE markets
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23 76.67%

22 73.33%

18 60.00%

18 60.00%

14 46.67%

14 46.67%

9 30.00%

118 100.00%

Answer Bar Responses %

Europe

Asia

Middle East

South America

US & Canada

Africa

Australia & New Zealand

Total

        The graph above represents the answers of the multiple choice question: “On which
markets do you plan to focus your expansion strategy in the next five years?” Europe is still the
most preferred market for the American franchisors. 

Expansion palns for the next 5 years
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76.67%
73.33%
60.00%
60.00%
46.67%
46.67%
30.00%

Expansion plans %

Europe
Asia
Middle East
South America
US & Canada
Africa
Australia & New Zealand

97.22%
86.11%
86.11%
83.33%
66.67%

66.67%

Presence %

Europe
Middle East
South America
Asia
Australia & New Zealand

Africa

         Compared with the current international scope though, few evidences might be outlined.
First of all, franchisors are more hesitant regarding their future expansion (207 responses for
presence, and 118 for expansion). Second of all, as already noted, Europe remains the most
attractive market for international growth. On the other hand, a slight shift toward Asia and the
Middle East can be defined. 

Current presence vs future expansion plans 

Expansion plans

Presence
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-        CEE markets are more willing to adopt well-known, big-sized and success-proved
American brands
-        US franchisors have well-established organizational structure to support the operations
among different departments and geographic divisions. The more outlets a franchisor operates
worldwide, the more people are in charge to support all the processes in the franchise network
-       Food industry represents one third of the US franchises.
-       The companies represented on the Central and Eastern European markets are big sized,
with wide international scope with stable consumption
-        The US franchisors in CEE are primarily franchise orientated (with fewer company owned
outlets) and generate most of their sales from franchisees
-        It is a common practice to designate a special franchise department. 
-        Franchisors are flexible and use different methods to entry the market. The approach
strategies are also flexible and driven primarily by the particular case. Traditional methods like
inquiries and advertisement lead the results
-        Franchising is a gradual and moderate strategic process
-        Adopting a US franchise concept is an expensive and long term business venture
-        The majority of the franchisors use sales performance to calculate the fees.
-        Most of the US franchisors are willing to grant a specific geographic area to one
franchisee, which has to explore the market and build a strong presence. All of them require the
franchisee to be directly involved in the business
-        Depending on the different industries and business concepts, the location and duration of
the training cycle varies. The same can be also said about how many people should be
employed in a single franchise outlet and when franchisees return their investment and reach
profitability.
-        The operation manual and initial training is an indispensable provision in the franchise
relationship. US franchisors are less likely to invest in equipment and support CEE franchisees
with financial assistance.  
-        The traditional live contact (on-site regular visits and ongoing trainings) is a preferred
method for monitoring and control of the franchisees.
-        If termination of the agreement occurs, franchisors acknowledge it’s due to franchisee’s
misconduct
-        The global expansion strategy and the desire of strong European presence are among the
main reasons to enter the CEE markets. Europe still remains the most preferred market for the
American franchisors. 

* These conclusions are drawn from the responses received. They don't claim 100% scientific
vilidity.

Conclusions *   


